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Summary

I We investigate whether ML techniques and a large set of financial
and macroeconomic variables can be used to predict future S&P 500
realized volatility.

I We evaluate regularization methods (Ridge, Lasso, and Elastic Net),
tree-based methods (Random forest and Gradient boosting), and
forecast combinations.

I We find that ML algorithms outperform autoregressive benchmark
models, both statistically and economically
I Tree-based methods perform the best.

I The main drivers of aggregate volatility are financial/macroeconomic
uncertainty proxies.
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Motivation

I At the macro level, forecasts of stock market volatility are important
for assessing and quantifying systemic risk.

I At the micro level, they are crucial for taking informed investment
and risk-management decisions.
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Related Literature

I Forecasting volatility with macro/financial variables
I Schwert (1989) [OLS / monthly]
I Paye (2012) [OLS /monthly-quarterly]
I Christiansen et al. (2012) [BMA model /monthly]
I Engle et al. (2013) [GARCH-MIDAS model / monthly-quarterly]
I Conrad and Loch (2015) [ two-component GARCH-MIDAS model]
I Wang et al. (2016) [HAR-RV model + DMA approach / daily]
I Nonejad (2017) [TVP models / monthlty]
I Conrad and Kleen (2019) [Multiplicative component GARCH-MIDAS

model / daily]
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Related Literature

I Forecasting volatility with ML methods
I Mittnik et al. (2015) [a tree method / monthly]
I Carr et al. (2020) [new volatility indexing method / daily]
I Rahimikia and Poon (2020) [28 stocks / daily / limit order book +

news]
I Christiensen et al. (2021) [30 stocks / daily]

I Forescating risk premia with ML methods using a large set of
predictors
I Gu et al. (2020) Risk premia in stocks
I Bianchi et al. (2020) Risk premia in bonds
I Wu et al. (2020) Risk premia in hedge funds
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Data

I January 1960 until December 2019.
I Short sample: 1990 to 2019
I Long sample: 1960 to 2019

I Realized volatility in month t is defined as follows

RVt = ln

√√√√ N∑
i=1

r2
i,t

where ri,t is the log difference between the S&P 500 index value on
day i and day i − 1, in month t
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Data: realized volatility
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Data: predictors

≈180 predictors
I Financial and macroeconomic variables

I Christiansen et al. (2012) and McCraken and Ng (2016)
I Equity market variables and risk factors
I Interest rates, spreads and bond market factors
I Liquidity variables and credit risk

I Uncertainty and risk aversion proxies (12)
I Risk aversion and financial uncertainty indices (Bekaert, 2020)
I Geopolitical risk indices (Caldara and Giacovello, 2020)
I EPU index (Baker et al., 2016)
I Financial uncertainty indices (Jurado et al., 2015)
I Monetary policy index Husted (2020)

I Technical indicators (19)
I Moving average (MA), mometum (MOM), volumen (VOL) and

volatility (RV)
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Machine Learning Methods

I Regularization methods
I Ridge
I Elastic Net
I Lasso

I Tree-based methods
I Random forest (RF)
I Gradient boosting regression tree (GBRT)

I Forecast combinations
I equally weighted
I MSFE optimized
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Regularization methods

Penalized linear regression
I Consider the following linear model

R = Xβ + ε

I The estimated coefficients minimized the following penalized
function

min
β

‖R − Xβ‖2
2 + λ(α‖β‖1 + (1− α)‖β‖2

2)

||· ||1 is the l1 norm and ||· ||2 is the Euclidean norm.
I α and λ are tuning parameters to be estimated in cross-validation
I λ > 0 and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 ⇒ Elastic Net
I α = 0 ⇒ Ridge
I α = 1 ⇒ Lasso
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Tree-based methods

I Random forest
I Simple tree => unbiased predictions with high variance
I bootstrap aggregation

I random sample (1500)
I random selection of predictors at each node (8)

I Averaging forecasts from all the trees reduces error variance
I Gradient boosting regression tree

I Low variance and high bias predictions
I It aims at reducing the bias in the prediction by fitting a tree to

model residuals.
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Forecasting Framework

I Sample
I Short sample: training (70%)/validation(30%) (1990:01 to 2011:12)

and testing (2012:01 to 2019:12)
I Long sample: training (70%)/validation(30%) (1960:01 to 2011:12)

and testing (2012:01 to 2019:12)
I Expanding window exercise
I Forecast evaluation

I Statistical metrics
I Economic/portfolio metrics
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Statistical Evaluation

I Out-of-sample R2

R2
OOS = 1−

∑
(rs − r̂s)2∑
(rs − r̂B)2

I Forecasting accuracy inference
I Forecasting accuracy test of Clark and West (2007)
I Model confident set of Hansen et al. (2011)

I Standard statistical measures
I MSE, RMSE, MAE, MAPE
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Portfolio Evaluation

I A mean-variance investor solves

max
wt+1

E t

[
rPt+1

]
− 1

2
γVar t

[
rPt+1

]
I The portfolio return is given by

rPt+1 = r ft+1 + wt+1rt+1.

I The solution to the optimization problem is a dynamically
re-balanced portfolio with time-varying weights given by:

w∗t+1 =
E t

[
rPt+1

]
γVar t

[
rPt+1

]
γ = 6 and E t

[
rPt+1

]
is computed using 12-month average.
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Portfolio Evaluation (cont.)

I Sharpe ratio (SR) defined as

SR = µ̂/σ̂

I Certainty equivalent returns (CER) computed as

CER = µ̂− 1
γ
σ̂.

I The performance fee is the quantity ∆ that satisfies

U(RP
M −∆) = U(RP

Mbench)

where RP
t+1 is equal to (1 + rpt+1 − ct+1) with ct+1 = 2c |wt+1 − wt |,

with c = 0, 0.1%, 0.3%. (10bps,30bps)
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Results: baseline
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Variable importance (short sample)
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Variable importance (long sample)
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Results: portfolio evaluation
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Conclusions

I We compare aggregate US stock market volatility predictions
obtained from several ML algorithms using a broad range of financial
and economic variables.

I We compare regularization methods (LASSO, Elastic Net, and
RIDGE), decision learning methods (random forest and gradient
boosting methods) and forecast combinations.

I We find that ML methods produce significantly more accurate
predictions than the benchmark model
I 10 - 30 percent
I GBM and RF models perform the best.
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Conclusions (cont.)

I We also document significant economic gains for an investor using
volatility forecasts to build a portfolio.
I An investor is willing to pay 160 bps per year to use the ML forecast.

I The primary drivers of future volatility are option-implied volatility
indices such as the VIX and the VXO indices, and the financial
uncertainty and risk aversion indices of Bekaert et al. (2020).
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